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Title
(English translation):

URL

https://citizensort.org/web.php/forgottenisland

Language/s:

English

Author (if available):

Citizen Sort was created by researchers, designers, developers and students at Syracuse
University's School of Information Studies and is supported by NSF grant SOCS 09-68470.

Institution Name or
Project:

Citizen Sort

Access Date:

08/2018

e-Civeles Code:

sl03

Main scope of the target group to use the game / platform
(only broadest possible group)

International
European
National
Regional
Local
Primary target group:

The game is intended for high school and university students and
deals with ecology and classification of animals.
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Purposes of the game / e-platform
(one or more)

Improving digital competences
Improving (inter)cultural awareness
Gaining geospatial / geographical competences

✔

Learning a language
Improving cognitive functions / brain training

✔

Promoting awareness to immigrants

Summary of the game
A mysterious explosion has destroyed the island's biology lab and scattered living
specimens across the strange landscape. Now, a bombastic robot named
DOC73R-CY3N53 is calling the shots, ordering the player to reclassify his specimens
and rebuild the island in his image.
The game has 3 chapters; each has a main-objective and several sub-objectives. You
cannot pass to the next chapter unless you solved the puzzles in the current one. At the
beginning the character gets a strange device, called Classifier, a funny instrument which
contains lots of butterflies that needs to be classified. In exchange for classifying the
insects the hero receives money which is urgently needed to buy items which are needed
to resolve future puzzle tasks.
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Technical issues
yes

no

✔

Registration required

✔

Standalone application / must be installed
Playable directly in a browser. If yes, which one?

✔

Browsers have permission to execute Adobe Flash

✔
✔

Additional software needs to be installed. If yes, which one?

✔

Available for free

Highlights
(remarkable aspects related to this game that should be mentioned)

The levels for story mode and table mode are the same, but the difference is that the
story mode offers quests and objectives to unlock new levels for both story mode and
table mode, opposed to table mode which is used to set a high score for each level.
Tested with Internet Explorer, Firefox, Chrome, Safari, and Opera
In this point and click adventure game, designed and built by Syracuse University
students, you can participate in scientific research while foraging through fearful forests,
vicious volcanoes, desolate docks, and much more!
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References
(For example: Internet link that provides guidelines for teachers who want to use the game)

A first impression can be obtained by watching the game trailer:
https://youtu.be/pM57DY-evik

Screenshot(s) of the game
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